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Dear Gardener 

You may be a learner in school or an adult or youth in an informal settlement. 

Maybe you are also a resident in your neighbourhood who is a role model to 

others. 

 

This manual will help you to plan your garden, be it large or small and to influence 

others to grow food too. It is a workbook and can be written in and used as a 

resource. Try to print out a copy for each team member to keep and write in. 

 

You might like to use this workbook as the basis for a project proposal to 

approach donors for funding. An important part of any project that has received 

funding from donors, is the reporting aspect. Keep records and evidence of your 

project so that you can give good feedback to those who are supporting you. 

Planning and reporting go hand in hand and if you keep a proper record, reporting 

is not difficult at all.  See the Eco-Heroes-Project-Share-Toolkit 

 

We have shared environmentally friendly techniques here, that anyone can use. 

We would like this to be a model which can be used by others anywhere where 

people would like to grow food. 

 

Enjoy the learning process! 

  

https://thrive.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Eco-Heroes-Project-Share-Toolkit.docx
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1. PREPARATION 
SITE 

Draw a simple, basic plan below, of the proposed garden including an indication 

of any buildings on the site. In your plan, include the following: 

• Seedling nursery area with cold frames 

• Compost area, compost pit, worm farm, organic composter 

• Planting area, showing beds e.g. Circular beds, raised beds 

• Water source e.g. municipal water, tap, water tank, drip irrigation 

• Storage area 

• Fence 

Location or Address:  

Climate in Summer 
Climate in Winter 

Sunlight 
Water Availability 

Soil 

Gradient 
Space available 

N↑ 
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TEAM 

 

TEAM QUESTIONNAIRE: 

Who is in charge of the attendance register and team activities? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Who is in charge of equipment maintenance and storage? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Write out a description of team activities and who will be doing what, when. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Who is in charge of reporting to the donor with progress description, photos and 

showing how money was spent? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

NAME OF PERSON IN CHARGE: 

CONTACT DETAILS: 

 
TEAM MEMBERS 

Name Cell Other 
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GARDEN QUESTIONNAIRE: 

DESCRIPTION: 

Is this a home, school or community garden? ……………………………………………………. 

Will the produce be used for food for the home, school or community team 

members or will some be sold? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Describe the Team’s agreement of how the benefits will be shared. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

What Crops are planned? 

 
Crop Planting date Harvesting date 
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CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS 

What are the challenges or problem areas? After each challenge, give a solution. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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WORK SESSION TEMPLATE: 

Date: ……………………………………………… Time: …………………. to …………….. 

Attendees: 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Follow up on last session’s activities and homework 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Today’s activities: 

Activity Person 
  

  

  
  

  
 

Homework or things to prepare for next session: 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Date and time of next session, including items to discuss: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

Make copies of this template and file completed documents to keep a record 
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2. INFRASTRUCTURE 

TOOL SHED 

A lockable dry area is recommended for the proper storage of garden tools, 

nursery consumables, seeds and other items. The Eco Hut is easy to assemble. 

When selecting a site for the eco hut, keep the sun, gradient and prevailing winds 

in mind. Wooden pallets can be made into shelves for the storage area inside the 

hut. 

Building: 

• Eco hut is delivered with a construction manual. 

• Eco hut to be situated under available trees (for shade). 

COLD FRAMES 

Building simple cold frames 

Cold frames are essential for germinating seeds and cuttings. They provide the 

correct microclimate (temperature and moisture) that is necessary for 

germination or rooting of cuttings. 

What does a cold frame do? 

• Protect seeds from anything that tries to eat crops (rats, mice, chickens etc.) 

• Provide shelter from winds that will blow seeds away or uproot your cuttings 

• Provide a warm humid area ideal for seed germination and rooting cuttings 

• Provide a means of regulating the temp and humidity 

• Provide means to harden off your seedlings or new plants 

• Provide warmer temperature for late winter/ early spring to germinate seeds, 

root cuttings 

• Provide cooler temperature in middle summer for germination and rooting 

purposes. 

How do you regulate the temperature of a cold frame? 

• You can open the lid, slightly or completely on hot days. 

• You can open the lid slightly and cover the frame with a shade net on 

extremely hot days. 
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• On cold days you can keep the lid shut. 

• You can use a humus rich planting mix in the cold frame to absorb head more 

readily. 

• Move cold frame from the eastern side to the western side to allow sunlight 

penetration in the morning and afternoon, or to a more shady area, depending 

on temperature requirements. 

• If summers are extremely dry and hot, use river sand as a floor (plant seeds, 

cuttings in trays) and moisten well to cool down cold frame. Use mist irrigation 

if installed. 

• In cooler areas it is better to use a humus rich planting mix as the floor area 

(no seed trays needed). The planting mixture absorbs and retains warmth. 

• Look for the following materials to use: 

• Old windows frame, with or without glass. (good for cold frame lid) 

• Polyethylene sheets: some transparent, heat resistant plastics work short term 

• Old pallet wood (from supermarkets) 

• River sand for the floor area 

• Nails or screws; Old tyres (use a lid for the tyre) 

Option 1: Trench cold frames 

Step 1: Mark out a space of 1 x 1 meter (make sure the trench is a brick size 

smaller than the pallet). 

Dig a trench of 10 to 15 cm deep and compact. Wet the area slightly while 

compacting. Check that the area is level using spirit level. Use river sand and spirit 

level to achieve an even finish. 

Place the plastic sheeting over the square trench. Press the plastic neatly into the 

trench and fold the edges to the outside. It does not matter if the plastic is 

uneven at the edges. It important to ensure that the plastic at the bottom of the 

pit is even. Check the level and even out the last creases, using the spirit level. 

Step 2: Mark out the brick line on the overlapping plastic, allow for a small 

spacing between the row of bricks and the trench. Empty the river sand on the 

overlapping plastic edges and spread it around the entire frame. Pack the bricks 

around the edges. 
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Pull back the overlapping plastic edging and make holes for the ground covers. 

Cut holes into the plastic liner above the planting area. Three ground covers must 

be planted on each side. 

Gently guide the head of the ground covers through the holes (mulch area on top 

of the plastic, as it can get hot and burn the leaves of the ground cover) 

Step 3: Cover pallet with plastic sheet. 

Step 4: Place pallet on top of the bricks 

Option 2: Simple home-made cold frame using recycled materials 

Here's a cold frame design using recycled or new wood. The wood should be 

pressure-treated against rot or treated with a good non-toxic wood preservative. 

Use a non-toxic coating so that chemicals do not leach into the soil. 

What you need: 

These instructions are for a frame size of 125cm x 75cm. You need 10 meters of 

wood which is about 15cm wide and 2cm deep, uprights 35mm square e.g. 

brandering offcuts. 

For the lid you need 320cm length of wood altogether of 5cm x 2.5cm which will 

be cut into two lengths of 125cm and two of 76cm. 

Galvanised nails or screws are best because they won't corrode. For the lid you 

will need some small staples. 

Use horticultural plastic sheeting 2 meters x 1 meter wide. Or use recycled 

windowpanes and add plastic protection to stop the glass shattering in the event 

of damage. Design frame according to the dimensions of your windows. 

How to make the frame  

Cut the wood for the sides to the following sizes: 9 lengths of 125cm, 8 side 

lengths of 75cm long. The sloping sides are achieved by cutting two angled pieces 

of wood: 75cm long but cut at an angle from full width tapering to just 1cm wide. 

Uprights: Cut two of 45 cm for the back and two of 32cm for the front wall 

uprights. Make the frame by securing each side wall to two uprights (45cm and 
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32cm). Then fix the back and front panels in the same way but overlap the joint so 

that a box shape is achieved. 

Use either screws or galvanised nails. Make sure that all the wooden wall lengths 

are neatly lined up with each other. Add the sloping wood to the side walls so that 

the tapering ends meet with the top of the shorter uprights. Use some 

waterproof wood glue to secure the sloping sides to the lower side panels as well 

as using a nail or screw. 

How to make the lid 

• For additional strength, add triangles of plywood to four corners at the base. 

• Use recycled windows or make a light-weight lid from wood and horticultural 

plastic sheeting. 

• Cut two side struts from thin wood, approx. 5cm wide, 2.5cm deep. The side 

struts need to be 76cm long and the back and front struts need to be 125cm 

long. (The slightly longer side pieces are to allow for the slope - 76.11cm) 

• When you have cut the wood to the correct lengths, use a chisel and saw to 

create overlapping joints at each end of each piece of wood. Join the wood 

together at right angles with glue and/or screws. Check your angles carefully 

with a set-square when drawing and cutting them and again before the glue 

sets. Alternatively, you can use angle brackets to secure the corners - easier 

but a little more expensive. 

• Add triangles of thin plywood to each corner top to stabilise the angle. 

• Cut your horticultural plastic to size, allowing for overlapping the wood. Tuck 

plastic around the wood and secure with staples. Use a staple gun or 

galvanised staples nailed into place. 

• When lid is dry, fix it to the back of the frame with a pair of hinges or with 

tough webbing. Or leave it loose and secure it with bricks or other weights so 

that it's quick to open. 

Option 3: Simple pit cold frame 

Some suggestions if you do not have many materials: 

• Dig a square pit (30 to 40 cm deep) in the soil and use straw to insulate the 

walls of the pit and cover the opening with a transparent material/ shade net. 
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• Use plastic at the bottom of the pit as a liner to prevent weeds growing into 

your cold frame.  

• After deciding on the planting mix best suited, fill the inside of the square pit 5 

to 10 cm. (In cold areas use rich humus-based planting mix and plant seeds or 

cuttings directly into the planting mix. In hot areas use river sand as a floor (10 

cm deep) and use seed trays on top of the river sand floor.) 

MOVABLE NURSING COVERS 

The movable nursing cover consists of a pallet that has been modified and 

covered with a 50 % shade net or wooden slats. 

Movable nursing covers protect the tender plants from harsh conditions and help 

to establish the young plants. 

They are easy and light to move around. They are easily moved and placed over 

the newly transplanted seedlings. The nursing covers will help with the weaning 

process of seedlings. Crops that show disease symptoms can be quarantined using 

the nursing covers. The nursing covers can also be used to counter cross 

pollination. 

The shade net should be used as a cover for each pallet. Copper eyes may be 

clipped onto shade netting, 5 eyes per side. This prevents tie backs from tearing 

the nets. Tie backs are used to secure the net to the pallets. Use cold frames 

covered with shade netting to protect newly planted seedlings (hardening off). 

DRIP IRRIGATION SYSTEM 

A simple pipe drip irrigation system may be used with its main source from the 

local municipality water tap or a rainwater tank. 

The drip irrigation ensures slow release of water, keeping the soil damp and 

protecting against leaching of water and nutrients. Obtain a long PVC pipe, one 

end of which is sealed, and the other end fitted to the water hose or tap. Make 

small holes in the pipe. Place under the mulching material in the rows between 

plants. The tubes can also be moved around to cover any dry areas noticed. 

Water is conserved by using a mulch layer on top of the drip irrigation. 

The system should be timed to give the necessary amount of water for the crops 

grown. 
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Simple Drip Irrigation using recycled materials 

A simple drip irrigation system may be introduced using found materials such as 

discarded plastic water bottles. Tiny holes are punched in the base of the bottle, 

which is then dug into the soil near the plant, and regularly filled with water. Each 

bottle acts as an individual drip system per plant. 

3. COMPONENTS OF A LOCAL FOOD GARDEN 
 

COMPOSTING – make your own compost 
Why should I compost? Composting is a great way of reusing kitchen scraps and 
garden rubbish and it's very good for the garden because: 

• it improves soil fertility and texture, and retains moisture and nutrients 

• your garden will require fewer garden chemicals because compost rich soil 
grows healthier, more productive plants 

• it reduces the amount of garden rubbish going to landfills and the amount of 
methane generated (methane is a greenhouse gas) 

• It doesn't cost much to do and it's easy to make 

• Contact your local council to find out what composting resources are available 
nearby 

 
How does composting work? Composting involves the breaking down of organic 
material by a large number of bacteria and fungi. These organisms need oxygen, 
moisture and the right mix of nutrients to operate efficiently. The right 
combination of these in a compost heap allows the quick breakdown of organic 
matter and the process can generate lots of heat - the center of the pile can reach 
up to 60 degrees Celsius in a well-operated compost heap. Lower maintenance 
composting systems can also produce good compost at lower temperatures over 
a longer time. 
 
There are two types of organic material you can include in a compost heap - 
greens and browns. 

• Green materials have plenty of nitrogen and include: 

• grass clippings (as long as they have not been sprayed with weed killer) 

• weeds (but not invasive weeds such as oxalis, onion grass and convolvulus - 
these won't break down in lower temperature piles, so you need to use a 
'liquid manure' system or send them to a composting plant instead) 

• Kitchen scraps, including coffee grounds and tea bags 
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• Do not put meat or dairy products in as they attract pests such as flies, 
cockroaches, rats 

• Brown materials have plenty of carbon and include: 
o sawdust (but not from treated wood) 
o shredded paper 
o straw 
o Vacuum cleaner dust 

 
Get the right mix 
You need to get the right mix of greens and browns - too much green can lead to 
overheating, compaction and loss of oxygen, while too much brown can really 
slow down the composting process. An ideal mix is 1 to 2 parts green and 1-part 
brown (or 5 centimeters of brown for each 10 centimeters of green) in alternating 
layers. 
 
Chop or blend 
To speed up the composting process ensure that material going into compost is 
chopped up. 
 
Keep it moist 
Keep your compost moist. It should be like a damp sponge - too much water may 
result in a smelly, slimy mess, while not enough water will slow down the 
breaking down process. 

• If your greens are not moist, moisten the browns as you add them. 

• If you're not using a purchased compost bin with a lid, you should cover your 
compost with carpet, sacking, corrugated iron or polythene - this keeps in the 
heat generated by the breaking down process and helps to prevent rain 
getting in or moisture evaporating. 

 
Turn, turn, turn 
Turn your compost regularly if you can. This ensures that there is an adequate 
supply of oxygen to aid the break down process. If you can't turn the compost, 
you could try putting a pipe with holes in it through the middle of the compost to 
let air in or adding twigs. Add twigs and branches as you build your pile. 
 
Look after yourself when working with compost 
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Compost and soil contain various living organisms that have, on rare occasions, 
been associated with illness and allergies in humans (usually people with 
compromised immune systems or respiratory illness). It is important to take these 
precautions when working with compost: 

• wash your hands after handling soil or compost 

• protect broken skin by wearing gloves 

• avoid confined spaces for handling soil or compost 

• Keep compost moist to prevent spores and dust problems. 
 

How do I compost? People use a variety of methods for composting including: 

• Compost bin - buy a plastic bin or make your own from timber or concrete 
blocks. 

• For big gardens you may have several bins going at once. 

• Rotating drum - materials are place in a drum that is turned regularly to mix 
the composting material and provide oxygen. 

• Trenching - for big gardens, bury kitchen rubbish (but not meat or dairy 
products) in trenches in your garden, cover with a good amount of soil and 
plant on top. 

• Compost heap - a pile of material, covered with carpet or polythene plastic. 

• Compost pit – see instructions here. 
 
Compost Pit 

• Area = 6 meters long x 2 meters wide x 1 meter deep 

• Should be on elevated ground to prevent rainwater from draining into the pit. 

• The area can have a natural drainage furrow, diverting heavy rains in summer. 

• Construct a double coping of bricks around edge. 

• Plant area surrounding the edge of the pit with endemic groundcovers 

• Compost can be used as a mixing in medium, when transplanting cuttings 

• Compost can also be added to give the circular beds an extra boost. 

• Compost should only be used when fully matured. 

• A circular compost pit using found materials, stones from the area, as edging. 

• Use two compost heaps together. While compost is busy maturing on one, 

fresh material is put on the other. This ensures that the composting process is 

not interrupted. 
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Method: 

• A pit of 6 x 2 x 1 meters should be dug for the composting area 

• The bricks or stones will be utilized as an edging around the pits (two rows), 

protecting the mouth of the pit. The composting pits should be slightly 

elevated (on a mound) – so that the rainwater can drain away from the 

composting material. Lawn/ endemic ground cover may be cultivated around 

the pit. 

Compost pit covering: 

• Three separate polyethylene sheets of 2.2 x 2.2 meters can be used for a 

covering 

• This covering will keep the composting pits moist and warm and will also 

protect against rain. 

• Bricks can be stapled under one side of the sheet to allow for ventilation. In 

the rainy season the 

• sheets can also be slightly elevated to drain away excess water from the heap. 

Compost Heap 

As above but built as a heap on the surface of the ground. 

WORM FARM: Download How to Start a Worm Bin Poster 

Dos 

• Place the composter on bricks (inside or outside in a sheltered spot) to 

improve drainage. 

• You can use simple black containers from your local supermarket. 

• Add raw fruit and vegetable waste to make your worm compost. 

• Add a layer of shredded newspaper every time you put waste in the bin to 

keep fruit flies away. 

• Use a fork to turn the top layer of the composter once a week. This 

introduces air into the composter. 

• Monitor the worms by experimenting with small amounts of certain fruit 

and vegetables – they may not like citrus fruit or onions for example. 

• Add eggshells to neutralise acids. 

http://resource.capetown.gov.za/documentcentre/Documents/Graphics%20and%20educational%20material/How%20to%20start%20a%20worm%20bin%20-%20Poster.pdf
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• Harvest the worm tea (liquid), dilute it with 30% tea, 70% water, use it as a 

natural fertilizer! 

Don’ts 

• Don’t place in sunlight as worms like cool, dark places. 

• Don’t add meat or cooked food as this will attract rodents. 

Watch this short video:  Green Waste Management using Earthworms 

 

CIRCULAR BEDS 

The circular beds are fitted with a drip irrigation system. Circular beds are a 
combination of a mini composting area and a planting bed. These planting beds 
literally have small compost heaps maturing right beneath the planting surface. 
While the plants are busy growing the compost process is happening at the same 
time sub-surface. This helps with the hardening off stages of the plants being 
grown as they will only be able to utilize the compost when they are in their peak 
growing time (when nutrient need is at its maximum). 
 
Circular beds protect against soil depletion and also ensure that the next crop 
planted will have plenty of nutrient access, even more than the first crop. The 
circular beds are prepared and left to mature for two to four weeks before 
planting. The vegetable seedlings can be germinated in cold frames while the 
circular beds are curing.  
 
Prepare one circular bed, when it is semi cured after four weeks it should be 
planted. Then a second bed can be prepared and left to cure, and so on. Prepare 
four circular beds 4 weeks apart, this way there will be vegetables throughout the 
year. Beds can be planted four times – then it will be advisable to create a new 
circular bed, though the beds may still be potent. (This depends on the type of 
crop, area, climate etc.) 
 
The circular beds will be planted using the companion planting technique. 
Extra compost may be added taken from the composting site when crops are 
being rotated. 
 

https://youtu.be/5pMJUp2_BRs
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COMPANION PLANTING 

By using Companion Planting, many gardeners are discovering that they can 
discourage garden pests without harming helpful insects such as bees and 
ladybugs. Some herbs, through their odors or root secretions, will deter pests 
naturally. These same herbs, planted as companions in your garden, will season 
the fruits and vegetables of your labor. Some herbs even improve the 
flavor or growth rate of their companion vegetables. 
 
Herb Companions and Effects 
Basil: Companion to tomatoes; dislikes rue intensely. Improves growth and 

flavor. Repels flies and mosquitoes. 
Bee balm:  Companion to tomatoes; improves growth and flavor. 
Borage:  Companion to tomatoes, squash and strawberries; deters tomato 

worm; improves growth and flavor. 
Caraway: Plant here and there; loosens soil. 
Catnip: Plant in borders; deters flea beetle. 
Chamomile: Companion to cabbages and onions; improves growth and flavor. 
Chervil: Companion to radishes; improves growth and flavor 
Chives: Companion to carrots; improves growth and flavor 
Dead nettle: Companion to potatoes; deters potato bug; improves growth, flavor. 
Dill: Companion to cabbage; dislikes carrots; improves growth, health of 

cabbage. 
Fennel: Plant away from gardens. Most plants dislike it. 
Flax: Companion to carrots, potatoes, deters potato bug; improves growth 

and flavor. 
Garlic: Plant near roses and raspberries; deters Japanese beetle; improves 

growth and flavor. 
Horseradish: Plant at corners of potato patch to deter potato bug. 
Henbit: General insect repellant. 
Hyssop: Deters cabbage moth; companion to cabbage and grapes. Keep away 

from radishes. 
Lemon Balm: Sprinkle throughout garden. 
Lovage: Improves flavor and health of plants if planted here and there. 
Marigolds:  The workhorse of the pest deterrents. Plant throughout garden; it 

discourages Mexican bean beetles, nematodes, and other insects. 
Mint: Companion to cabbage and tomatoes; improves health and flavor; 

deters white cabbage moth. 
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Marjoram: Plant here and there in garden; improves flavors 
Mole plant: Deters moles and mice if planted here and there 
Nasturtium: Companion to radishes, cabbage, cucurbits; plant under fruit trees. 
Petunia: Deters aphids, squash bugs, striped pumpkin beetles; improves 

growth and flavor. Protects beans. 
Pot marigold: Companion to tomatoes, but plant elsewhere in garden too. Deters  

asparagus beetle, tomato worm, and general garden pests. 
Pigweed:  One of the best weeds for pumping nutrients from the subsoil, 

it is especially beneficial to potatoes, onions, and corn. Keep weeds 
thinned. 

Peppermint: Planted among cabbages, it repels the white cabbage butterfly. 
Rosemary: Companion to cabbage, bean, carrots, and sage; deters cabbage 

moth, bean beetles, and carrot 
Rue:  Keep it far away from sweet basil; plant near roses and raspberries. 

deters Japanese beetle. Dangerous for pregnant women. 
Southernwood: Plant here and there in garden; companion to cabbage, improves  

growth and flavor; deters 
Sowthistle: This weed in moderate amounts can help tomatoes, onions and corn. 
Summer savory: Plant with beans and onions; improves growth and flavor. Deters  

bean beetle. 
Tansy: Plant under fruit trees; companion to roses and raspberries. Deters 

flying insects, panese beetles, 
Tarragon: Good throughout garden. 
Thyme: Plant here and there in garden. Deters cabbage worm. 
Valerian: Good anywhere in garden. 
Wild morning: Allow it to grow in corn. 
Wormwood:  As a border, it keeps animals from the garden. 
Yarrow:  Plant along borders, paths, near aromatic herbs; enhances essential 

oil production. 
 

MULCHING 
Establish and protect your plants: Why should I mulch? 
Mulching around plants and gardens improves plant health by: 

• Helping maintain soil moisture - evaporation is reduced, and the need for 
watering can be minimized. 

• Helping control weeds - a 5 to 10-centimeter layer of mulch will reduce the 
germination and growth of weeds. 
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• Serving as nature's insulating blanket - mulch keeps soils warmer in the 
winter and cooler in the summer. 

• Improving soil - many types of mulch can improve soil aeration, structure 
(aggregation of soil particles), and drainage over time. 

• Mulching can also give planting beds a uniform, well-cared for look. 
 
How does mulching work? 
Plants growing in the bush have their roots anchored in a rich, well-aerated soil 
full of essential nutrients. The soil is blanketed by leaves and organic materials 
that replenish nutrients and provide a good environment for root growth and 
mineral uptake. 
 
Home gardens usually have a much harsher environment with poor soils, little 
organic matter, and big changes in temperature and moisture levels. By applying a 
5-10-centimeter layer of organic mulch, you are creating a more natural 
environment and plant health will improve. 
 
How do I mulch? 
Lay your lawn or hedge clippings as a layer over bare soil around your plants. 
Depending on what you use you should have a layer from a couple of centimeters 
thick (for lawn clippings) to 10 centimeters for hedge clippings. 
Here are some tips for successful mulching: 

• partly dried lawn clippings are better 

• you should avoid lawn clippings that are contaminated with pesticides 

• Use your lawnmower to chop up twigs and hedge clippings. 

SEED HARVEST AND STORAGE – propagate plants with seeds 
Seed harvest is as simple as drying and collecting seed at the end of the season. It 
is important to store seed in a cool dry area. Store in airtight containers, carefully 
labeled with the plant name, growing season, growing period to flowering and 
shade or sun. 
 
HERB CULTIVATION – grow herbs from cuttings 
Herbs and other perennials can be propagated by taking a cutting from the stem 
of an existing plant. Softwood cuttings—taken from the plant’s soft, new 
growth—are the easiest to do and the fastest to root. 
Stems or tips of either herbaceous or woody plants root well using this method, 
so the group of potential candidates is quite large. You can take softwood cuttings 
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to propagate lavender, lemon balm, lemon verbena, oregano, rosemary, santo 
Lina, scented geraniums, sages and thymes. Certain groundcovers and vines, as 
well as many shrubs and trees, also root easily this way. 
 
Take softwood cuttings from the new growth (soft, succulent tips or stems) of 
healthy plants in either late spring or early summer, when growth is most active. 
Use clean pots or flats with drainage holes, a rooting medium, sharp scissors or 
pruners, label markers, and a clear plastic dome or plastic bags. The rooting 
medium should be porous but also able to retain moisture. Common rooting 
media include perlite or coarse sand; equal volumes of peat moss and vermiculite; 
peat moss and coarse sand; or vermiculite and perlite.  
 
Rooting time will vary by plant; some plants root in days while others take weeks. 

• Fill containers with slightly damp rooting medium of choice 

• Take 3- to 5-inch cuttings early in the morning, using a sharp knife or bypass 
pruners. Cut the stems at a 45-degree angle, about 1/2 inch below a node, 
where a leaf emerges from the stem. Remove any flowers or buds as well as 
leaves from lower part of the stem. 

• Place cuttings in prepared containers, several to a pot, leaving the top part 
with leaves exposed. (Softwood cuttings will root without the use of a 
rooting hormone.) Label each container with the type of plant and date 
started. Firm the moistened medium around cuttings and water with a fine 
spray. 

• Set containers in a warm, semi-shady to semi-bright location and cover with 
a clear plastic bag or dome. Keep medium moist but don’t over-water. Be 
sure to open the bag or cover for several minutes every day to provide 
ventilation. 

• When cuttings send out new leaves and roots have formed (test by pulling 
gently), remove the bag or cover and repot each plant in its own pot filled 
with potting soil. Allow the new plant to put on some growth before 
transplanting to the garden. 

 
HARDENING OFF 
Preparation before transplanting seedlings into the ground 
Harden off vegetable seedlings that have been grown indoors or purchased from 
a greenhouse before exposing them to the elements. Hardening increases the 
plant's strength before planting. 
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Plants that have been growing outside at the nursery can be planted immediately, 
but plants grown indoors are soft and have never been in the sun. They must be 
acclimatized slowly. Put them in a shaded area with some indirect light. If you 
expect frost, put the plants inside overnight. Shade plants can be left in this kind 
of protected environment for a few days and then outside. For sun-loving plants, 
put into the sun starting with one hour and adding an additional hour every day 
and after a week, they can be planted. 
 
A cloudy day or late afternoon are good conditions to transplant. Alternatively, 
shade the plants from the sun until nightfall. 
 

5. EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, COSTS 

These are typical quantities for a 400 square meter food garden, 300 square 

meters planting area, 100 square meter compost area. Obtain current costs from 

your suppliers and write them in: 

List of Materials for Infrastructure Quantity Total Cost 

Composting Pit   
Bricks 132  

Bags Cement 1  

Bags River Sand 10  
Polyethylene Covering Sheets 2.2 x 2.2 meter 3  

Tool-shed (Optional)   
DIY Eco Hut Tool-shed (+R3000) 1  

2m x 2m  concrete floor and foundation   
1 cubic meter river sand   

1 cubic meter fine concrete   

6 bags cement   
2 x Seed Cold frames   

Floor liner plastic sheeting 2mx2m 2  
40 kg bags river sand 2  

Bricks 32  

Ground covers 24  
Polyethylene sheet (1.5mx1.5m) 2  

Cutting Cold frames   
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Floor liner plastic sheeting 2mx2m 2  

40 kg bags river sand 2  
Bricks 32  

25 kg washed river sand mix for the growing medium 1  
25 kg potting soil and seedling mix for growing medium 1  

Ground covers 24  

Polyethylene sheet (1.5mx1.5m) 2  
Movable nursing covers (Hardening off)   

Pallets 4  
Shade net (1.5mx6m 80% shade)   

Copper eyes 100  

Tie backs 100  
Drip irrigation systems   

Hose pipe (50 to 100 meters)   
Gardena Adaptor   

Gardena drip irrigation   
Clamp   

 

List of Optional Tools and Optional Consumables   
Gardening Tools   

30 litre petrol tank   
Mini spade for seedling planting   

Mini fork for seedling planting   
Spade   

Fork   

Wheelbarrow   
50-meter hosepipe and connections   

25 litre watering can   
Nursery Consumables   

Seedling mix bags   

Seed trays   
Serodix No 2 Root hormone   

2 litre black bags for herbs   
Bottle of EM   

Aquamatrix granules to cover 20 sq meter bed   
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Tools to be shared by community   

Brush cutter   
Full safety gear: goggles, boots, shin guards, overalls etc.   

Chipper   
Power Tools Consumables    

Petrol   

Two stroke oil   
   

Additional Supplies:   
   

   

 

 

NOTES: 
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NOTES: 


